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ABSTRACT

The combined performance of a multi-access communication channel under joint access
control/modulation/coding procedures is examined. The multi-access channel serves as a
shared information transmission medium in a data communication network, such as a
satellite, computer or terrestrial radio communication network. The performance of the
underlying modulation/coding scheme is expressed in terms of the corresponding bit-error
probability vs. signal-to-noise ratio curve. The computational cutoff error rate is also used
as a proper performance measure characterizing the joint modulation/coding scheme. The
performance of the underlying access-control algorithm is described by the message-delay
vs. network-throughput curve. Integrating these performance functions, the combined
performance of the joint access-control/modulation/coding procedure is derived. In
particular, under proper bandwidth and power limitations, one can then evaluate the total
amount of information that can be transmitted through the channel, in a reliable and timely
fashion, at prescribed bit-error-probability and message-delay values, under various
communication link, transceiver, repeater and antenna conditions.

INTRODUCTION

A data communication network provides a proper set-up of communication links enabling
the distributed network users to transmit information-bearing messages through the
network. For network information transmissions to be valuable, it is generally necessary to
require that they be carried out in a both reliable and timely fashion. The derivation and
description of the process involving the integration of these two performance requirements
of a communication network is the main objective of this paper.

To illustrate the integration process, we assume a communication network which is
composed of a single multi-user multi-access communication channel. Such a channel



provides a model for a satellite communication channel. (When the satellite serves as a
linear repeater, the joint uplink/downlink satellite communication channels are readily
described by an equivalent single communication link. For a processing satellite, each link
is properly described as a multi-user communication channel.) Multi-user communication
channels are also employed in various other radio communication networks (such as those
using line-of-sight communication links or HF media) and in (both circuit-switching and
message-switching) computer communication networks using high data-rate telephone
lines or cables (and/or radio links) as communication media.

Due to noise interferences in the communication channel, proper modulation/coding
procedures must be chosen to ensure reliable transmission of information. The bit-error
probability (Pb) is then commonly used as a measure of performance, and Pb vs. channel
signal-to-noise ratio performance curves have been derived for various digital modulation
schemes (see, for example, [5]-[6]) and for certain coding procedures (see [5]-[7] ).
Random-coding upper bounds on Pb for block and convolutional codes have also been
derived ([7]). Furthermore, such bounds have been extended to yield Pb upper bounds for
joint modulation/coding schemes, in terms of the channel computational cutoff error rate
function Ro (see [8]-[9]).

All these studies, however, assume a steady arrival message stream at the channel. In
contrast, for actual communication network situations, message streams arriving at the
network stations are generated by heterogeneous information sources governed by various
stochastic mechanisms. (Our terminology is such that stations are the units which can
access the multiaccess channel. Each station receives information for transmission across
the channel from the network users.) As such, message lengths and interarrival times are
generally random variables rather than fixed quantities. Consequently, messages will
experience queueing delays at the network stations. The mean message time-delay (D̄) ,
also called response time, expresses the average (steady-state) time elapsed from the
instant a request for message transmission is generated by the user to the instant at which
this message is received by the destination station. We note that the message response time
(D̄) is equal to the sum of the mean message waiting time (W̄) from arrival to start of
transmission across the channel and the mean message transmission time (S̄).

The message queueing delay is further adversely affected (increased) by the multi-access
nature of the channel. Thus, since the various network stations are sharing the
communication channel, the latter is available for service of each station only at a proper
reduced rate (as we will note in the next section).

The sharing of the communication channel by the network stations is determined and
controlled by the underlying access-control discipline. (See [10] for discussion concerning
the architectural and performance properties of access-control procedures.) Governed by



the network access-control algorithm, each station determines the proper time and
frequency slots within which it can transmit its information across the channel.

The timely transmission of information through the channel is described by the message
delay (D̄) versus the traffic throughput (D) curve. The traffic throughput parameter (D) is
equal to the ratio of the actual average rate of messages transmitted across the multi-access
communication channel and the maximal average message transmission rate over the
channel resulting when the network contains only a single station generating a
deterministic steady message stream (under prescribed Pb and signal-to-noise ratio values).
Note that 0#D#1. We also observe that, under actual network situations when random
message streams are involved, if we set D=1 , arbitrarily high message delay values (D̄)=4)
will usually result. Consequently, in network stations where finite capacity buffers are used
to store arriving messages, buffer overflow will occur with probability one.

Alternatively, a flow control mechanism can be employed to reject certain messages from
entering the network at certain times. Then, finite response-time values can be guaranteed
to admitted messages. The traffic throughput, however, is then reduced. The characteristics
of the network delay-throughput curve are directly determined by the traffic-message
statistical properties, by the access-control procedure, and by the allowable information
transmission rate across the channel.

The above discussion indicates that, to describe the joint performance of a multi-access
communication channel governed by an access-control/modulation/coding procedure, the
bit-error probability vs. signal-to-noise ratio curve characterizing the performance of the
underlying modulation/coding technique should be combined properly with the delay-
throughput curve characterizing the performance of the underlying access-control
technique. The resulting combined performance curves will then allow the network
designer, analyst or user to find out how much information can be transmitted through the
channel, in a reliable and timely fashion, at proper prescribed values for the bit-error-
probability and the message delay, and at the proper communication link conditions
involving parameters such as: transmitter power, channel bandwidth, receivers’ G/T
values, antenna gains, channel attenuation, etc. Alternatively, fixing the proper parameters,
and considering (for example) a satellite channel, one will be able to compute the required
satellite bandwidth and power for prescribed Pb , (D̄) and traffic values.

It is the main objective of this paper to develop, describe and present the general essential
characteristics governing the above-mentioned combined performance curves. In doing so,
we present specific examples involving MPSK and MFSK modulation schemes and
TDMA and FDMA access-control algorithms. Detailed performance studies for various
specific access-control/modulation/coding schemes are presently being carried out by the
author.



The reader will note that the problem of properly choosing a joint access
control/modulation/coding scheme is a resource-allocation problem. The major network
resources under consideration in this paper are associated with the available channel
bandwidth (HN) and power (as related to the received carrier-to-noise Œ/No ratio). The
joint scheme must be chosen so that these two resources are properly utilized to yield
acceptable Pb , (D̄), and traffic throughput (D) values.

A similar study has been carried out by the author [1] in deriving and studying the
combined delay vs. distortion curves that describe the performance of data compression
(source coding) procedures associated with information sources transmitting across a data
communication network. The proper modification of Shannon’s source coding theorems to
communication network situations that involve message delay and buffering constraints
(resulting from the stochastic characterization of message streams) is studied in [11]. The
latter study also investigates the performance of adaptive information-processing schemes
which adapt dynamically the data-compression (or message-distortion) level to the current
state of congestion (queueing delay) in the network.

THE MULTI-ACCESS COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

A multi-access conununication channel which serves as a shared-information transmission
medium for the network stations is considered. The number of network stations is equal to
M . For mathematical simplicity, we assume equal conditions at all earth stations.
Associated with this communication channel, the following parameters are defined:

HN[Hz] =  network bandwidth
H[Hz] =  channel bandwidth allocated per station

Œ[watts] =  total average received radiated power at a receiver
C[watts] =  average received radiated power per transmittin station

No[watts·second] =  one-sided receiver white noise power spectral density
Ub[bits/sec] =  total transmission bit rate through the channel

Rb[bps] =  transmission bit rate through the channel by a station

Thus, the total available channel bandwidth is equal to HN. Each station uses a channel
bandwidth equal to H. Power values, receiver G/T measures, channel attenuation and
antenna gain characteristics are such that the received total carrier-to-noise ratio is equal to
Œ/No . The received carrier-to-noise ratio associated with a single transmitting station is
set equal to C/No .

Each station transmits through the channel at a bit rate of Rb bps. The total rate of
transmission through the channel is denoted by Ub bps. These bit rates involve both inform
otion and modulation/coding bits.



THE MODULATION/CODING SCHEME

The modulation/coding scheme at each station is characterized as follows. Each sequence
of R information bits, where

R = log2L    ,   L=2R , (1)

is encoded as N channel signals (symbols). The code rate R is thus equal to

R = (log2L)/N  [bits/channel signal]  . (2)

Choosing a code is constrained by the decoding complexity, which generally increases
linearly with L (and exponentially with R).

The set of channel signal waveforms is determined by the modulation scheme. We set:

K =  nunber of distinct signal waveforms, K=2k

T[sec] =  baud time = transmission time of a signal waveform

The information throughput rates are defined as:

UI[bps] = total network information throughput rate
RI[bps] = information throughput rate per station

We readily deduce the following relationships:

Rb = (log2K)/T    , (3)
RI = (log2L)/NT = RT-1 = Rrb(log2K)-1 (4)
UI = RUb(log2K)-1   . (5)

The baud time duration T is determined by the channel bandwidth H allocated to the
station, the modulation/coding procedure and the transceiving filtering operations. We
combine these factors by defining the parameter a as the bandwidth-baud time product

a = HT . (6)

Parameter a depends upon the modulation/coding scheme and the transceiver filters, as
illustrated by the examples presented later in this section.



Using relation (6) in (3)-(5) , we have

The energy of the received channel signal is denoted by Es . The received energy per bit is
Eb . Thus:

Es[watts·sec] = received signal energy ; 
Eb[watts·sec] = received energy per bit.

Clearly, we have

The received signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), Eb/No and Es/No are thus related with the
carrier-to-noise ratio in accordance with the formulas:

The main performance measure associated with the operation of a modulation/coding
scheme is the bit-error probability Pb . Assuming an Additive White Gaussian Noise
discrete memory-less channel, the performance of the modulation/coding scheme is
described by

The function f depends on the joint modulation/coding scheme under consideration. For
each such scheme, f(·) depends upon the signal-to-noise ratio parameter Es/No (or Eb/No) ,
the code rate R and the code block length N .

The function f is generally a monotonically decreasing function in Es/No . Its inverse,
denoted by f-1(·) , thus exists, yielding:



Clearly, f-1(Pb) is then a monotonically decreasing function.

The specific form of f and the value of a for the common (coded) modulation schemes
KPSK and KFSK are illustrated by the following.

EXAMPLE 1 (MPSK schemes)

Under a Multiple Phase Shift Keying (MPSK) scheme, the signal waveform is a sinusoid
with a phase equal to one of the phases in the set M = {m2BK-1,m=0,1, ...,K-1} . Assuming
no further coding, we set N = 1 , L=K, so that

Thus, each sequence of k = log2K information bits is translated into a signal waveform
whose phase is one of the K phases in set M . The function fKPSK(·) now depends only on
Es/No and K assuming maximum-likelihood coherent detection. For K = 2 and modulation
scheme BPSK we have (see [5]-[6])   :

where

For K = 2k > 2 , one obtains the following (approximate) upper bound (incorporating Gray
coding; see [5]-[6]),

For Nyquist filters at the transceiver, we have, for a KPSK scheme (noting that the channel
signals lie in a space of dimension two),

a = HT = 1 (21)

EXAMPLE 2 (MFSK Schemes)

Under a Multiple Frequency Shift Keying (MFSK) scheme, the signal waveform is a
sinusoid whose frequence is equal to one of K distinct frequencies. We assume no further
coding, L=K, so that N=1 and relations (16)-(17) hold. Thus, each sequence of k = log2K
information bits is translated into one of K orthogonal frequency tones.



The function fKFSK depends on Es/No , so that

See [5]-[6] for explicit expression for fKFSK(·) . The following bound is useful for high
enough Es/No (under maximum-likelihood non-coherent detection):

For K = 2 , the inequality in (23) is replaced by equality,

For Nyquist filters at the transceiver, we have for a KFSK scheme (noting that a signal can
be any one of K orthogonal frequency tones),

a = HT = K . (24)

When further coding is applied in association with a modulation scheme, random coding
techniques can be applied to yield upper bounds on Pb . A useful upper bound for a given
joint modulation/coding scheme is given by the relation (see [7]-[9],[12]):

where R < Ro and

is a parameter which depends upon the channel and the modulation/coding procedure
(modeled as an equivalent discrete memoryless channel) and is called the computational
cutoff error rate. A (per unit time and bandwidth) normalized Ro parameter, denoted by
Ro , is defined by

Using (27) and (8) in (25), we obtain that

We thus note that R˜ o serves as a measure of information throughput per unit bandwidth.
The Ro (or R˜ o) parameter can be computed analytically for various modulation/coding
schemes under various filtering and detection procedures (see [8]-[9],[12]) . A relation
similar to (25) also holds for convolutional codes, for which we have



where Kc is the constraint length and b is a constant.

USER STATISTICS, GRADE OF SERVICE AND THE ACCESS-CONTROL
SCHEME 

The number of stations in the system is set to be equal to M

M = number of network stations.

Messages arrive at each station at random times governed by the statistics of an underlying
stochastic point process [2]-[4]). Message arrival rates (i.e., mean number of messages
arriving per unit time) are set equal to

8[mess./sec] = message arrival rate at a station;
7 =8M Imess./sec] = message arrival rate at the system.

Each message contains a random number of packets. A packet is a fixed-length message
containing b bits. Let Bn denote the number of packets contained in the n-th message
arriving at the system. It is often assumed that {Bn,n$1} are i.i.d. random variables
governed by a common distribution and moments $i = E($1

i), $ = $1 . The following
traffic-message parameters have thus been introduced:

b[bits] = packet length;
$[packets/mess.] = average number of packets per message;

$i = E(B1
I) ,  $ = $1   ;

8b = 8b$[bps] = message bit arrival rate at a station;
7b = 7b$[bps] = message bit arrival rate at the system.

In general, the message arrival and length statistical characterizations will depend upon the
message class (type and priority) and the source-destination pairs, The sets of parameters
needed then to characterize statistically the arrival message streams and the message
lengths are denoted by A and B , respectively.

Each message experiences queueing and transmission delays while being processed and
transmitted through the network. The steady-state delay of an arbitrary message
transmitted through the network is denoted by D[sec.] . Its mean is set equal to D̄ = E(D) .
Random variable D expresses the time elapsed since the message arrived at the station to 



the time its transmission has ended. (It is received at the destination after the additional
propagation delay.)

The message mean delay (and distribution) is generally the main message grade-of-service
measure of performance. The following average message delay measures are defined:

D̄[sec.] = message mean delay (response time);
8 D̄ = mean delay normalized by mean message interarrival time;
D̄b = D̄(M$b)-1[sec./bit] = mean delay per message bit and number of users.

The variance and distribution of the message delay are also used as proper measures (see
[2]-[3]). Message-delay functions can also be computed separately for each message class 
and source-destination pair.

Buffer queue-sizes (or probabilities of buffer overflow) also serve frequently as proper
service indices. When Little’s theorem can be invoked, the mean queue-size X̄ at a station
buffer is related to the mean message delay D̄ by (see [3])

X̄ = 8 D̄ (30)

The system throughput measure, also called the system traffic intensity parameter, denoted
by D , is defined as follows:

D. = rate of message transmitted through the channel/maximal transmission
rate over the channel by a single station generating a deterministic
steady bit stream.

If we assume that the channel information-bit transmission rate is equal to UI , and that all
arriving messages are (eventually) transmitted through the channel (none is rejected), we
conclude that, for 0 # D # 1 ,

D = 7bUI
-1 (31)

To compute the message-delay (and queue-size) distribution, the network is modeled as a
queueing service system. A queueing system is characterized by the process of customer
arrivals, the customer required service times and the service discipline. In our multi-user
communication network, the messages are the customers. The message arrival point
process thus provides the statistical description for the customer arrival process. The
service time required by a customer, denoted by S , is represented by the message
transmission time across the channel. A station transmits its messages across the channel
at a rate of RI(bits/sec.]. Each message contains Bb[bits/message] (where B is a random



variable representing the number of packets contained in a message). Consequently, the
message service time, or transmission time, is given by

Subsequently, we conclude that the customer(message) service time (transmission time)
distribution is specified by (32) in terms of the message length distribution (i.e.,
distribution of B) and the channel information transmission rate RI . The service discipline,
which determines the order in which customers are served, is completely specified by the
access-control procedure governing the multi-user communication channel. We have thus
arrived at the following conclusion. (Each packet is assumed to be separately decoded.
Packets are usually long enough so that no additional decoding delays are incurred.)

Proposition 1. The message-delay distribution, the station queue-size distribution and the
system throughput are determined by the statistics of the message arrival process and the
message-length sequence, by the access-control procedure and by the station information
transmission rate RI .

Corollary 1. The delay-throughput performance function depends on the underlying
modulation/coding scheme only through the value RI of the station information
transmission rate, where (by (4) and (8)) we have

Thus, for a given RI (or UI) value, an access-control procedure is assessed in terms of the
resulting associated delay vs. throughput performance function. The delay-throughput
behavior of the system is expressed by the function d(·) , where

and the subscript AC indicates the dependence of d(·) upon the underlying access-control
scheme. Typically, as is the case for FDMA and TDMA schemes under Poisson message
arrival streams (see [3] and examples below)the following special delay-throughput
functions are computed to facilitate the network performance evaluation process:

with



Generally, we require

D < Dmax < 1 (38)
to ensure finite message delays. For D $ Dmax , arbitrarily large message delays result
(D̄=4). The parameter Dmax is called the system traffic capacity. For FDMA and TDMA
schemes, Dmax  = 1 .

As we assume henceforth., the function g(·) is generally monotonically decreasing in UI ,
for D < Dmax . It is also monotonically increasing in 7b (as well as in D , for D < Dmax). Its
inverse w.r.t. 7b , denoted by g-1(·), thus exists. Clearly, the function

describes the network bit rate as a function of the allowable mean delay D̄b , and is
monotonically increasing in D̄b , so that                                        

The function h(·) is also, as we assume henceforth, monotonically increasing in D , for
D < Dmax . Its inverse w.r.t. D denoted by h-1(·) , yields the relation

The function h-1 (·) is then monotonically increasing in X̄ = 8D̄ , so that D8Dmax as X̄84. 

EXAMPLE 3. (FDMA)

Under a Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) scheme , the network bandwidth
HN is divided into M disjoint parts. Each station is thus assigned a channel bandwidth H
given by

H = HN/M . (41)

By (33), the station information bit rate RI is therefore given by

RI = a-1M-1HNR . (42)

The system information bit rate UI is now clearly equal to



Assuming a Poisson message-arrival stream, the message delay formulas under FDMA are
given as follows ([3]):

for

We note that both gF(·) and hF(·) are independent of M . Furthermore, for D <1 both hF(·)
and gF(·) increase monotonically with D , and decrease monotonically with UI as noted
before.

For 0 = $2/2$2 = 1 , we obtain, by inverting hF , that

and note that DF(X̄) is monotonically increasing in X̄ so that DF(X̄)8 as X̄ = 8D̄84 . Note
also that, under an FDMA procedure, C = M-1 Œ

EXAMPLE 4. (TDMA)

Under a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme, time is divided into a periodic
sequence of consecutive time frames. Each frame contains M time slots. The slot duration
is assumed here to be set up equal to the time it takes to transmit a single packet. The i-th
station is assigned (on a dedicated fixed basis) the i-th slot within each frame, i = 1,2,...,M. 
Each station uses the whole network bandwidth (HN) while transmitting within its
dedicated slots. Subsequently, we have

H = HN , (48)

and by (33),



Assuming a Poisson message-arrival stream (see [2]-[3] for detailed analysis and
derivations of message-delay and queue-size distributions for general message-arrival
processes), the following delay-throughput results are obtained.

For

The approximation in (50) is valid when M>>2 , as is generally the case. Then, both gT(·)
and hT(·) are independent of M . Note also that, for D < 1 , both these functions increase
monotonically in D and decrease monotonically in UI . Inverting hT for 
                   , we obtain

noting again that D(X̄) increases monotonically in X̄ and DT(X̄)81 as X̄84 . Note also that,
under a TDMA procedure, we have C = Œ.

THE COMBINED PERFORMANCE OF JOINT ACCESS-
CONTROL/MODULATION/ CODING SCHEMES

Integrating the performance functions presented in the previous sections, the combined
performance of a joint access-control/modulation/coding scheme can be described. The
performance of the modulation/coding procedure is expressed in terms of the bit-error-
probability (Pb) vs. SNR(Ess/No) function f of (14), or in terms of Ro (Eqs.(25)-(28) ). The
delay-throughput performance functions are determined by the access-control procedure,
the users’ traffic-message statistics and UI (see Proposition 1). As indicated in Corollary 1,
the information bit-rate parameter UI serves as the only connection between the Pb vs.
SNR performance function f(·), governed by the modulation/coding scheme, and the delay-
throughput function d(·), governed by the access-control procedure. The parameter UI is, in



turn, related to the network bandwidth as indicated by Eq,(33). The combined performance
functions of an access-control/modulation/coding scheme are thus jointly specified as
follows.

The basic network parameters appearing in Eqs.(54) are the network traffic-message
statistical parameters (A,B,$i,7b) , the system bandwidth HN and the carrier-to-noise ratio
Œ/No. The latter is determined by the transmitter powers, antenna gains, receiver G/T
figures of merit and filtering operations. The modulation/coding scheme determines the
parameters K, R, N, a and functions f and Ro . The access-control scheme determines the
delay-throughput functions d, g, h and Dmax . The two major performance indices
considered here are the message delay D̄ (or queue-size X̄= 8D̄ ) and the bit-error
probability Pb (or Pb

u in terms of Ro) .

The joint access-control/modulation/coding scheme must thus be chosen so that the link
resources (bandwidth and power, HN and Œ/No) are properly allocated to satisfy the users
service demands, governed by the traffic-message processes, and to yield acceptable (or
prescribed, or minimal) values for both the message delay D̄ and the bit-error probability
Pb. Curves (54) allow this joint resource allocation problem to be studied, analyzed or
performed.

In the following, we present, illustrate and discuss the various aspects and trade-offs
associated with these joint performance functions. In doing so, we consider four families
of combined performance functions. The first involves the trade-off between the two
indices of performance, D̄ and Pb . The second set of functions consist of Pb vs. (Œ/No) link
performance curves, parameterized by the required message-delay value D̄ (or X̄ = 8 D̄),
By the third family of trade-off curves, we show the system message delay vs. network
throughput performance curves, as parameterized by a prescribed bit-error probability. In
presenting the fourth set of performance functions, we assume the network bandwidth to
be prescribed. The corresponding Pb vs. Œ/No and delay-throughput performance curves



are subsequently derived. As a whole, these functions allow the system engineer to
evaluate the proper network combined performance/resource trade-off possibilities.

1. The Delay vs. Error-Probability Performance Function

Inverting function f in (54a) (see Eq.(15)) and using relation (54e), we obtain the delay-vs.-
error-probability performance function to be given by

Alternatively, using Eq.(54g), we obtain the delay vs. error-probability relation:

To obtain finite message delays (D̄ < 4) , we require D < Dmax and subsequently

For given traffic-message parameters, aprescribed (Œ/No) value and an underlying
accesscontrol/modulation/coding scheme, the D̄ vs. Pb curves (55)-(56) describe the
possible tradeoffs between the two major performance indices.

The delay-error probability curves have the following characteristics that result from the
above-mentioned monotone properties of f, d, g and h. The message delay is clearly
decreasing monotonically in Pb , for Pb > Pb

o . For Pb # Pb
o , we have D̄ = 4 . Clearly, D̄ (or

X̄= 8D̄ 9 0 as Pb 8 1/2 . The delay measure (D̄ or 8D̄) also decreases monotonically with
(Œ/No) . Using (56), we further note that the delay measure X̄= 8D̄ depends on Œ/No and
7b only through the ratio 7b(Œ/No )

-1 , w.r.t. which one it is increasing monotonically.

For given Œ/No , R and Pb values, the required network bandwidth HN is given by

depending linearly upon the product a(Œ/No) . Thus, as Pb increases, the message delay D̄
decreases, but the required network bandwidth HN increases.

The delay-distortion performance function presented in [1] is the proper performance
tradeoff description analogous to the delay-error probability function presented above,
when source-coding (data-compression) processing schemes are considered, rather than
channel-modulation/coding processing schemes.



EXAMPLE 5.  (FDMA/MFSK)

Assume the modulation/coding scheme to be the MFSK procedure of Example 2. Then, by
(24), a = K . Let f(·) be estimated by upper bound (23). By (58), the required network
bandwidth HN is then given by

Assume an FDMA scheme, as presented in Example 3. Then, by (45) and (23), we obtain
the delay vs. error-probability function to be given by

where

We note that X̄ increases monotonically with D while D decreases monotonically in Pb
u for

Pb
u > Pb

o , where

In particular, we observe that the delay measure typically depends on D proportionally to
D(1-D)-1 , while D varies with Pb according to                  . The character of the delay-error
probability curve for other joint access-control/modulation/coding schemes is similar.

If a message-delay value D̄ (or X̄ = 8D̄) is prescribed, we solve,(6) to find that the traffic
intensity (throughput) is limited by D # D(8D̄) < 1 . Using (61). we conclude that Pb

u and
the other system parameters must be chosen so that

Eq.(62) well illustrates the typical trade-offs between the related system parameters and
performance measures. The required network bandwidth is given by Eq.(59).

2.  Delay-Parameterized Bit-Error Probability vs. Carrier-to-Noise Ratio Curves

The bit-error probability vs. SNR variation is determined by the modulation/coding scheme
and is described by function f (Eq.(14); or in terms of Ro by Eq.(2S)). If a message-delay 



value D̄ (or X̄ = 8D̄) is prescribed, the resulting delay-parameterized Pb vs. Œ/No

performance function is given by the following relations:

where

The required network bandwidth HN is then given by

By Eqs.(63), we thus note that, for each prescribed message-delay value D̄ , assumed
traffic-message statistics, and underlying access-control/modulation/coding scheme, the
form of the Pb vs. Œ/No curve is determined by the function f and is thus a monotonically
decreasing curve. As the prescribed message-delay value D̄ (or X̄ = 8D̄) increases, the
curve yields uniformly lower Pb values at given Œ/No values. By (63c), the required
network band-width then also decreases.) As 8D̄ 8 4 , UI 8 vbDmax

-1 and subsequently
Pb 8 Pb(min), where

Thus, Pb(min) describes the bit-error probability resulting when no message-delay
constraints are imposed. (The message delay is then either arbitrarily high, D̄  = 4 , if a
stochastic traffic-message model is considered or, when deterministic message streams are
assumed, D̄ = 0 .) Curve (64) is the one usually specified by communication engineers who
neglect message queueing-delay effects.

We note by (63a)-(63b) that the bit-error probability value Pb depends on Œ/No and M
through the parameter (Œ/No)vb

-1 = (Œ/No)M
-18b

-1. The related performance trade-off thus
involves only the ratio (Œ/No)M

-1 (i/e/. For a prescribed  8D̄ value, the same (Œ/No)M
-1

values yield the same Pb values).

EXAMPLE 6.

By (63a)-(63b), we obtain

For an FDMA scheme, when 0 = 1 by (47) we conclude that



If we now invoke upper bound (25), we conclude that Pb is upper bounded according to
expression (25) with Ro computed in terms of Es/No (see Eq.(26)) by setting

We note by (66) that the Pb vs Œ/No curve is sensitive to the prescribed delay measure 8D̄
only if the latter is relatively small (i.e., 8D̄ < 10). The effective SNR Es/No given by (67)
varies with X̄ = 8D̄ in accordance with the variation of D (X̄) . Thus, by (66) , X̄ = 8D̄ 
(queue-size) values of 0.1, 1 and 10 reduce the effective SNR by a factor of 0.09, 0.5 and
0.9 , respectively.

For the FDMA scheme, the required network bandwidth given by (63c) is equal to

The required network bandwidth is seen also to be sensitive to the prescribed message-
delay (queue-size) X̄ = 8D̄ value only at relatively small X̄ values.

3.  The Pb-Parameterized Delay-Throughput Performance Function

The delay-throughput performance function g(·) (or d(·), or h(·) ) is affected by a
prescribed bit-error probability value Pb in accordance with relations (54a), (54f), (54h).
The Pb-parameterized delay-throughput curve is then expressed by

where

The required network bandwidth is given by (58), and is therefore fixed for given Pb ,
Œ/No and a values.

We note that the message delay D̄b increases monotonically with the network traffic rate
vb , for vb < UIDmax . For vb $ UIDmax  , the message delay becomes arbitrarily large.

As the prescribed Pb value is decreased, the UI value is decreased as well.  Consequently,
for a given traffic rate vb , the throughput D = vb/UI is increased, causing, in return, the
message delay  D̄b to increase.  By (58), the required network bandwidth HN is then
decreased.

As noted above, for FDMA and TDMA schemes, D̄b varies with D proportionally to
D(1-D)-1. In turn, D (see Eq.(61) for MPSK) varies with Pb proportionally to                     ;
see also Example 5 .



Relation (56) serves also to yield a Pb-parameterized delay-throughput curve.

System engineers who evaluate and compute delay-throughput functions for various
access-control algorithms usually assume certain underlying given information
transmission-rate UI values. The present relations integrate these values with the
associated parameters of the communication link and the modulation/coding scheme.

4.  Bandwidth-Prescribed Performance Functions

The combined performance curves mentioned above serve well to demonstrate the trade-
offs in a power-contrained network.  Considering now a bandwidth-constrained network,
we assume that bandwidth HN of the network (or subnetwork) under consideration is
prescribed.  Then, by (58), the information transmission rate UI is also constrained to be
equal to

Consequently, by Corollary 1, for a given a-1R value, the delay-throughput function, which
is determined by the access-control procedure, does not depend upon the system Pb and
(Œ/No) values; the latter are determined by the modulation/coding scheme. Thus, under
prescribed UI conditions, the combined performance description is obtained by considering
separately the delay-throughput and bit-error probability vs.  SNR performance curves. 
The associated performance functions are thus given by Eqs.(54) with relation (70)
incorporated.

For example, for prescribed HN , bit-error probability (Pb) and message-delay (queue-size)
8D̄ values, the required Œ/No value and the allowable network total traffic rate vb value
(both normalized per unit bandwidth) are given by

The maximum number of users M that can be served at these prescribed HN and 8D̄ values
is then given by the integer part of vb/ 8$b .

We note that Eq.(71a) describes (Œ/No)HN
-1 as a monotonically decreasing function in Pb.

Eq.(71b) shows vb/HN to be monotonically increasing in 8D̄, with vb/HN 8 a-1RDmax as
8D̄ 6 4.



EXAMPLE 7.

Let Pb
u denote the bit-error probability resulting when upper bound (25) is used.  The

function Ro(·) is a monotonically increasing function of Eb/No (see (28)).  Its inverse
function is denoted by Ro

-1(·) . By (26) and (70), we obtain the Œ/No per unit bandwidth
value, required to yield Pb

u , to be given by

The allowable message bit-rate per unit bandwidth vb/HN , which yields a prescribed delay
value 8D̄ , is given by (71b).  For example, for a TMDA scheme when single-packet
messages are considered (so that $ = $2 = 1) we obtain by (53) that

Eqs.(72)-(73) can now be used to determine the required network bandwidth HN and
carrier-to-noise ratio Œ/No , to allow a message transmission rate equal to vb , at
prescribed performance values D̄ and Pb .

To examine the related trade-off between Œ/No and vb , we divide Eq.(71a) by Eq.(71b) to
obtain

For the TDMA scheme, using Eq. (73), we have

We note by (74)-(75) the manner in which Œ/No )vb
-1 decreases monotonically in 8D̄ and

in Pb .

CONCLUSIONS

We have described the procedure for the combined performance evaluation of a joint
access-control/modulation/coding scheme. A multi-user communication channel has been
assumed. The bit-error probability and the mean message delay serve as the main indices
of performance. The system bandwidth, power and information resources are expressed in
terms of the network bandwidth parameter HN , the carrier-to-noise Œ/No ratio, and the
traffic-message statistical parameters, respectively.

The bit-error probability vs. SNR performance function is determined by the modulation/
coding procedure. The latter also determines the value of the user bandwidth-signal baud
time product parameter a . The message-delay vs. throughput performance function is 



governed by the access-control scheme and the channel information transmission (service)
rate UI .

These performance functions are integrated to yield the combined message-delay and bit-
error probability network performance characteristics. The joint performance properties
are presented, illustrated and discussed in terms of four families of trade-off performance
curves. The delay vs. bit-error probability function indicates the trade-off between the two
indices of performance. The delay-parameterized Pb vs. Œ/No curves illustrate the effect of
the message-delay constraint on the link performance function. The Pb-parameterized
delay-throughput function presents the effect of the prescribed bit-error probability on the
performance of the network access-control discipline. The latter dominates the users’
grade-of-service parameter (D̄ or 8D̄) and the network throughput. For the fourth family of
curves, we assume the network bandwidth to be prescribed. We then show how the
combined system performance is properly evaluated by considering separately the delay-
throughput and the bit-error probability vs. SNR performance functions.

We have illustrated the computation of the joint performance functions by considering
FDMA and TDMA access-control schemes and MPSK and MFSK modulation/coding
schemes. Message-delay distributions for these and other access-control schemes, as given
in [1]-[4], are similarly incorporated. Different message classes and priorities are also
integrated readily into the combined evaluation process.

The procedures presented here provide the system engineer with the set-up and techniques
to evaluate the overall network performance, involving both user related and
communication-link related parameters, resources and performance indices. The proper
joint access-control/modulation/coding combination can then be chosen for the proper
network conditions and user traffic-message rates and performance objectives. Such
detailed joint performance trade-off studies are presently being carried out by the author
for repeater and processing satellite communication networks.
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